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Introduction

Two Types of Justice Techology Innovations:

Technology is creating new opportunities for the
improvement and reform of justice. Smartphone
applications, crowdsourced data, and novel visualizations of information are just some of the ways
in which technology is increasing access to justice
and influencing public safety policy and practice.
The growing influence of technology is creating a
new urgency for criminal justice reform, but the
decentralized development of programs makes it
difficult to track promising projects or bring them
to scale. Justice stakeholders are faced with the
challenge of assessing technical innovations while
they often lack the tools and resources to meet the
challenge.
Professionals in justice and technology fields would
benefit from an effort to manage the intersection
of their respective domains. Innovations appear at
a rapid pace, but no coordinated initiative exists
to monitor new ideas, implement best practices,
and evaluate the effects using rigorous research
methods. To contribute to the development of
worthwhile collaborations between technology
and justice, the Research and Evaluation Center
at John Jay College of Criminal Justice recently
reviewed the nascent field of justice technology.
The recommendations in this report are designed
to support the growth and dissemination of
technology projects that improve the operations of
the justice sector, broaden public access to justicerelated data, and promote social justice.

See More Examples in the Full Report

The Mobile Justice app created by ACLU allows individuals
to film their interactions with police officers and a video file is
immediately uploaded to cloud storage operated by the local
ACLU chapter. The app includes a “know your rights” section
that individuals may read before interacting with the police.

Crime and Punishment in Chicago provides data for eight contact
points of the criminal justice system in Chicago, from victimization to prison. The app is a combination of open data sets and
data collected through freedom of information requests. The
project provides background information about each data source,
the reasons for missing data, and where similar data may be
obtained.
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How Technology Is Changing
Government
The evolution of justice technology is occurring due
to wider forces that affect government, technology,
and people. Trends like open data, Government 2.0,
and civic technology are changing how the criminal
justice system is operated and how advocates work
to improve the system. While a number of factors
are behind this ongoing change, openness is the
philosophical backbone of technology’s increased
role in public policy and civic life.
Openness has always been a philosophical and
architectural component of the Internet (Leiner et
al. 2012). One rationale for openness in the digital
age was articulated in The Cathedral and the
Bazaar by Eric S. Raymond, an essay examining
prominent dichotomies in software development:
top-down vs. bottom-up, closed vs. open, etc. The
“cathedral” is where exclusive teams of developers
create products that are later released with the
source code— i.e. top-down and closed. In contrast,
the “bazaar” is where software is developed online
with numerous developers who may have very
different approaches— i.e. bottom-up and open.
Raymond concludes that the bazaar provides
a more effective ecosystem for innovation and
development.
While initially a philosophy about software development, the influence of openness extends much
further. The Smart Chicago Collaborative, a
nonprofit civic technology organization, summarizes its importance:
We are open. In the technology industry, the primary
manifestation of that is the use of open source code.
We have dozens of repositories on Github, for every
piece of software we’ve made over the last three
years. But being open means more than using a
particular license for our software. It means having
open processes, so that people know what you’re
doing, how you’re doing it, and how they can affect
it. This is about allowing others ‘in’, wherever that
may be in any particular situation.

BeSafe.City uses trend analysis of public data to inform citizens
via text messaging. In Jersey City, New Jersey, it relies on
open datasets standardized through the SpotCrime Open Crime
Standard. The program may identify an increase of car theft
or burglary in a particular neighborhood, for example, and it
then sends a text to residents informing them of the increase
and reminding them to take precautions. The program relies on
an algorithm that could work with any type of data, including
health, human services, and public safety.

The philosophy of openness is applied similarly in
public policy. Openness for a government is achieved
when it provides people access to its process, decision-making, and data. Governments are opening
up particularly in the area of data access. A term
with various interpretations, the Open Knowledge
Foundation’s “Open Definition” project defines open
data functionally: “Open data and content can be
freely used, modified, and shared by anyone for any
purpose” (emphasis theirs).
Open data policies and projects are happening at
all levels of government. At the federal level, the
U.S. Data Service is leading the way on standardization and release of federal data. State and local
governments are also embracing openness. Nearly
a third of states and cities have open data policies,
according to recent estimates. These policies include
what types of information will be open, how it
will be made available, and procedures related to
data upkeep. Once available, data may be used by
companies like Yelp as well as advocacy organizations such as the Sunlight Foundation to improve
the public’s understanding of government data.
Open access to data inspired the Government 2.0 and
civic tech movements (Howard 2012). Government
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What is “Civic Tech?” — A Definition from the Knight Foundation
2.0, or Gov 2.0, refers to a government’s use of
technology and data to improve its operations and
functions (Code for America 2014). An amorphous
term, Gov 2.0 initially referred to the incorporation
of social media and data technologies in government
operations (Ben-Yehuda 2015). As the movement
grew, the meaning of the term evolved as well.
Gov 2.0 is now thought to include mobile services,
open government, privacy and security, and various
issues regarding the shared economy.
Civic technology is broader than Government 2.0.
Google Trends indicates that civic tech has nearly
replaced the term Government 2.0, but civic tech and
Gov 2.0 are parts of the same phenomenon. Micah

Sifry, a co-founder of Personal Democracy Media,
sees civic tech as technology that is built for the
public good. The IDC Government Insights Report,
sponsored by government technology vendor Accela,
defined civic tech as merging “technology innovation
with civic purpose.” The Knight Foundation made a
more detailed attempt at defining civic tech. The definition includes companies, nonprofits, and projects
that use technology to promote a civic outcome both
in- and outside government. For Knight, this includes
government data projects, community organizing
around civic issues, social networks and community
forums, “collaborative consumption” (a peer-to-peer
sharing of goods and services), and crowdfunding to
enhance public projects.
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Ron Bouganim, founder of the Govtech Fund,
suggests that civic tech and Gov 2.0 (or “gov tech”)
belong on a continuum. Civic tech includes projects
that create the operating system of the citizenry,
such as the technology that affects elections,
community organizing, and legislation. Gov tech,
on the other hand, is technology that supports the
operating systems of government.
Many organizations (e.g., Code for America, Smart
Chicago, and the MIT Civic Media Lab) as well as
numerous individuals promote open sourced civic
tech development, but not all civic technology
projects are free and open sourced. Some organizations, including those in the Knight report, develop
projects without open sourcing their code. This does
not, however, preclude a project from being a force
for the public good or being defined as “civic tech.”
Collectively, these philosophical, social, and organizational forces are bridging technology, government, and people in new ways. They are creating
new contours and greater definition to how we
interact with government, and they have already
begun to usher in new tools and approaches that
will continue to change and modernize the criminal
justice system. These efforts, however, require
greater support and coordination if they are to be
taken to scale.

Recommendations
After surveying more than 30 programs, tools,
and projects occupying the intersection of criminal
justice and technology, the Research & Evaluation
Center at John Jay College supports the creation of
a new initiative to track emerging projects, share
information, and evaluate promising practices.
The initiative will serve as a platform for research
and as a forum to connect technologists and justice
stakeholders.
To be truly effective, the initiative will incorporate
students and the previously incarcerated, and it
will respond to the perceptions and needs of the
public as well as key actors in the justice system. In
addition, the following five recommendations will
enhance the overall impact of the effort.

To ensure the effectiveness of future technological developments, there must be accessible space
for open discussion and the development of new
projects. A bridging initiative would need to foster
open dialogue among justice and tech stakeholders and allow them to learn from each other while
promoting new ideas and projects. It would also
need to provide a place for collaborative projects via
Github and other online tools that foster open development and experimentation. The creation of such
an initiative would facilitate the implementation of
the next four recommendations.

Technology innovations in the justice sector often
lack an effective research component to estimate
the social impact of projects as well as their capacity
to be expanded and scaled. Currently, there are no
efforts underway to organize the lessons learned
from the growing number of justice tech projects
and to create a taxonomy of best practices for the
field. The field needs a crowdsourced, best practices
portal that covers numerous civic technology project
areas. Tech initiatives in the justice sector should be
supported for their contribution to social justice and
not merely their commercial value and virality. By
cataloging various development efforts in a centralized place, a portal would provide easy access to
lessons learned and emerging best practices and it
could guide the work of individual jurisdictions that
are building new projects or expanding existing ones.
New efforts in justice tech should include evaluation
from the start. Evaluation-compatible data should
be accessible to researchers, journalists, public
officials, and members of the public. Documentation
of best practices and an active research agenda will
create greater credibility and support for particular
projects and for the growing use of technology in the
justice sector.
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Boundary-spanners are needed to ensure that
projects are technically feasible but also responsive to system needs. Boundary-spanners could
introduce criminal justice stakeholders and
reformers to new tools and applications in the tech
field, and as justice experts become more familiar
with the capacities of technology, they may conceive
new applications that tech experts working alone
would not anticipate.
When listening to civic technology leaders, one hears
a common theme — that criminal justice projects
are uniquely hard to implement. Even when justice
system stakeholders have an interest in developing
more tech projects, their needs and perceptions are
likely to be complicated by the many public controversies in justice, and their work can be hindered
by legal barriers.
A bridging initiative should educate justice stakeholders in the uses of technology and it should
expose technologists to the needs of justice
systems— all to facilitate clearer and more feasible
project descriptions. Justice and tech collaborations
should not simply serve the interests of criminal
justice officials and experts, nor is this an area that
can be dominated by engineers and developers.
Cross-sector collaborations should include a focus
on drafting requests for proposals (RFP). Due to
various translation issues between system stakeholders and technologists, RFPs for technology
projects are often vague, unclear, and written
using inaccurate vocabulary. The lack of clarity
diminishes project efficacy and makes collaborations more difficult than necessary.

Current projects in justice and technology do not
often include criminal justice students. While there
are numerous educational programs that incorporate students into government and civic tech, the
justice field needs an initiative that focuses solely
on criminal justice and that supports students in
building projects and conducting research in the
field. An initiative focused on criminal justice and
technology must also provide opportunities for
previously incarcerated people with technological
interests and experience. A fellowship for previously incarcerated persons could draw upon their
experience to inform projects and to shape the new
research undertaken by the initiative.

A justice tech bridging initiative should bring
together internet ethicists, criminal justice experts,
and previously incarcerated persons to promote a
better-informed public debate on the challenges of
law enforcement, public safety, and justice. Such
an effort should engage in the national conversation on critical justice issues, including technology’s
role in the institutional discrimination that plagues
criminal justice systems. Hackathons should be
used as a catalyst for cross-pollination between
criminal justice experts and technologists. The
most promising projects emerging from hackathons
should be supported by the initiative and improved
for possible implementation.
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Conclusion
The technology projects described in this report reflect the broad range of innovations underway in the
justice field, but the list is not exhaustive. Virtual reality, artificial intelligence, and wearable technology
are nascent tools that will be even more important in the future. Tech applications hold great promise for
system efficacy, fairness, and reform of justice systems, but the rapid expansion of technology requires
greater investment in research and evaluation. Researchers and technologists must collaborate to identify
best practices. A coordinated initiative is needed to bridge the worlds of technology, justice systems, and
social justice reform. With sufficient support, this new field may have significant and sustainable effects on
the quality of justice.
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